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The following article describes the esthetic loading (EL) of dental implants. EL of implants means placing an implant in an esthetic location then putting an esthetic temporary on it. After the implant is allowed to heal, an esthetic restoration is done. This article will also give the dentist insight into which factors will make EL implants most successful and acceptable to patients.

Introduction

We live in the era of esthetics. Patients’ esthetic demands drive dentistry, and esthetic loading of implants is one way today’s dentist can address these demands. A study by Schnitman describes the placement and loading of implants. Schnitman and other authors have identified several factors that are helpful in predicting the successful placement and loading of implants. These factors include bone quality, implant length, extent of loading, implant surface, initial stability and, of course, experience of the surgeon.

When placing an implant in an esthetic location, there is a simple method, highlighted by Garber and Salama, that one can follow to maximize esthetic results. For three days, dozens of renowned speakers from around the world offered lectures on the latest technologies, products and techniques covering these parallel tracks. Intensive, hands-on workshops allowed participants to practice what they learned under the direction of educators who are considered to be the best in their respective fields. In addition, more than two dozen exhibiting companies showcased their products and services.

“Between the endo and implant speakers here and all of the displays,